TU Clausthal alumni
Stay connected

Registration
by mail:
Fill in the application form on the back and return it to us in an envelope.
or
via Internet:
www.alumni.tu-clausthal.de/en/sign in

Contact
Andrea Langhorst, M.A.
Clausthal University of Technology
TU Clausthal alumni
Alumni Management
Erzstraße 20
D-38678 Clausthal-Zellerfeld
Germany
Phone: +49 (0)5323 / 72-21 60
Fax: +49 (0)5323 / 72-23 77
Email: alumni@tu-clausthal.de
www.alumni.tu-clausthal.de

TU Clausthal alumni
Stay connected to your fellow students, friends and the University.
Join the alumni network of TU Clausthal.

As a TU Clausthal graduate, former student, research fellow, member or employee you are part of a special community and entitled to register for membership in the University’s official alumni organisation: TU Clausthal alumni.

TU Clausthal alumni is a network created and managed by the University’s Alumni Service. It is free of charge and open to anyone who has engaged in academic work, studied or worked at TU Clausthal.

TU Clausthal alumni provides a variety of benefits and services to its members that help maintain connections to fellow graduates or colleagues and the alma mater. It assists in finding old friends or fellow students.

TU Clausthal alumni offers an alumni email address (firstname.familyname@alumni.tu-clausthal.de) which provides you with a visible and lasting connection to your University.

TU Clausthal alumni organises social events, such as alumni reunions, top-class lectures or anniversary celebrations.

TU Clausthal alumni publishes newsletters with the latest information on TU Clausthal and raises funds for the University.

TU Clausthal alumni supports alumni groups abroad, new alumni, and provides a forum (Alumni-Portal) to form new friendships and business relationships with people of similar backgrounds.

TU Clausthal alumni is supported by the Verein von Freunden der TU Clausthal e.V. and cooperates with student organisations and committees, institutes as well as many other internal and external partners.

TU Clausthal alumni wants to encourage you to get involved in our university life and to support your alma mater. There are many ways to do so: from attending university events, joining (or setting up) a regional alumni club to offering career advice, giving lectures, supporting a student scholarship program, or even by making a donation.

We are always delighted to hear from our former students, graduates and academics wherever they are in the world. Please contact TU Clausthal alumni or just visit our website:

www.alumni.tu-clausthal.de

and register for the TU Clausthal alumni network via form or by creating an account in our web-based Alumni-Portal.

Registration Form
TU Clausthal alumni network

I □ studied at TU Clausthal
□ received my doctorate at TU Clausthal in _____________
□ worked/taught/conducted research at TU Clausthal

Year of leaving TU Clausthal _________________
Course of study or Institute: _______________________

Year of first degree/ Class of _______________________
Degree: □ Dipl.- _____ □ B.Sc. □ M.Sc. □ Dr. _________

Date of birth ________-____-____ (dd/mm/yyyy)

If no business card is available, please complete the information below:

□ Mr. □ Ms.
Academic Title: ________________________________
Family name: _________________________________
First name: _________________________________
Street/address: _______________________________
Postal code/ Town: _____________________________
Country: _____________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________

I give my permission for my data to be stored on the TU Clausthal alumni database system and used for alumni purposes.

_________________________________________________
Date/ Signature